9-13 June 2021

Communiqué n° 3

INFORMATION FOR THE TEAM MANAGERS
1. Official communiqués
- To limit the use of paper, the official communiqués for the teams will be sent by email; printed copy will be
provided only on request at the Permanence.
To receive communiqués and results by email, please send a message to info@rsstiming.com
2. Training
Training on the course is allowed as indicated on the official schedule
3. Time Trial
- Race course will be closed (vehicles and cyclists) 30 minutes before the start; after this time, training on the
course is forbidden
- Riders must come to the bike check, located near the start area,15 minutes before their start.
- As a result of the discussion during the TM Meeting, Nations are not allowed to follow riders during competition.
- Assistance to riders will be provided only by Shimano official service, with fixed stations along the course; Nations
are not allowed to assist riders.
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4. Road Races
- Race course will be closed 30 minutes before the start; after this time, training on the course is forbidden.
- Neutral Service will be provided by with 4 cars; Teams are requested to provide wheels for the Athletes they want
to be assisted.
- The feed zone/waste zone is located at the pit lane entrance.
- At the start of C1-C2-C3 races, to prevent possible accidents, rider holders can’t wear/hold any item (backpack,
wheels, etc)
5. Anti-doping
- For specific and more accurate instructions please look at the information provided by the Anti-Doping Officer.
7. Protocol
- We remind that the Protocol Ceremony is a relevant part of the event, so please Team Managers are strongly
required to pay attention to take the Athletes to the Ceremony on time.
Wishing the success of the event to All, I remain at your disposal for any information or need you may have.
Roberto Rancilio
UCI Technical Delegate
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